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Abstract (143 words)
This chapter reviews and evaluates different ways in which digital technologies may
affect democracy. Specifically, the chapter develops a framework to evaluate democratic practices that is rooted in the tradition of deliberative democracy. The chapter
then applies this framework to evaluate proposals of how technology may improve
democracy. The chapter distinguishes three families of proposals depending on the
depth of the change that they affect. Mere changes, such as automatic fact checking on
social media, augment existing practices. Moderate reforms, such as apps that enable
and reward participation in local government, facilitate new practices. Radical revisions, such as using artificial intelligence to replace parliaments, are constitutive of
new practices often replacing existing ones. This chapter then concentrates on three
radical revisions — Wiki democracy, avatar democracy, and data democracy — and
identifies meaningful benefits in the first and deep problems in the latter two proposals.
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Introduction

Prognostications about how technological innovations will radically transform democracy are not in short supply. According to some, a techno-democratic revolution might
be just around the corner. This chapter is a guide to this revolution. Technology might
make it possible to replace members of parliament with algorithms. Would that be a
good idea? Or what if AI could predict what the best legislation would be — how
should such predictions be reflected in the legislative process? Finally, Wikis or chatbots could be used to facilitate discussions. What would be lost?
This chapter guides through these (and other) normative questions — that is, the chapter primarily addresses what the technological revolution of democracy should be, not
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what it is or could be. I proceed by surveying existing ideas, suggestions, or proposals
and then subject some of them to the larger question: What is their potential to improve
democracy? I approach this question by checking how well the proposals comport with
democratic norms.1 Institutionally, I concentrate on the legislative side of democracy
and the relation between citizens and legislators.2 How technological innovations in
the legislative process should be evaluated is comparatively under-explored, given
how centrally the legislative process features in democratic theory. To start somewhat
foundationally, I begin with the question: What is democracy and what are democratic
norms?

2

Democratic norms

Democracy is, centrally, a system of making collective decisions on matters of public
concern in a way that gives each individual a fair and equal opportunity of influence
over decisions (Christiano 1996; 2008; 2018; Kolodny 2014). Although different theories of democracy differ in how they understand ‘fair and equal opportunity of influence’, theories that see democracy as a forum and not only a market — following the
image of Elster (1989) — generally agree that this equality of influence only comes
about by realizing a broader social ideal. This democratic social ideal includes values
such as freedom, community and equality, as well as rights and liberties concerning
privacy, free expression, or religion. An ideal democracy affirms these values and liberties in practices of participation, deliberation, and association engaged in by citizens
who see themselves and others as free and equal. Examples of participation are voting,
signing a petition, attending a public hearing, or submitting a freedom of information
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For the purposes of this chapter, I understand ‘technology’ to mean mostly software — apps or webbased services — that implement functions by relying on a dense digital network infrastructure (such
as community participation apps, Wikipedia, or quadratic voting – more on each below) or on data and
statistical and machine learning techniques (such as the forms of data-driven democracy that I discuss
towards the end).
2
This chapter largely ignores how technology may affect the work of public service agencies and government departments, courts, or informal deliberations offline and online. Unfortunately, it thereby also
ignores how introducing automation in one realm may affect another, for example, automating the legislative process may affect public administration. For a systematic review with a broader institutional
aperture see Fung et al. (2013). For a framework to evaluate digital technologies in the public sphere
see Cohen and Fung (2021). On the use of technology in government see Chen and Ahn (2017) and for
frameworks to evaluate practices of public administration see Bozeman (2007), Zacka (2017), Nabatchi
(2018), and Heath (2020).
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request. Examples of deliberation are debates in parliament, political advertisements,
and discussions, even intemperate ones, on Twitter. Association, finally, can come in
forms as diverse as contributing to the work of a labour union, joining a spontaneous
effort to clean up a public park, and trade organizations facilitating vocational training
(Cohen and Rogers 1993). These practices — participation, deliberation, and association — are social practices that need not always be political in nature (Gould 1988;
Talisse 2019). For the purposes of this chapter, these practices will take centre stage
because it is at this level of practices where digital technologies intervene.3 Because
these practices are partly constitutive of a living democracy, I call them ‘democratic
practices’.4
It is important to keep in mind that democracy is not just procedure. If democracy were
just procedure — say, for example, if democracy consisted in the expression and aggregation of preferences across some range of issues — then technology could augment democracy relatively easily. Anything that lubricated or expanded the democratic
gearbox of aggregation would improve democracy. To improve democracy understood
as a procedure, you would call an engineer.5
But only augmenting the gearbox will not do. Democratic practices comprise more
than aggregation. The social ideal of democracy includes norms that govern how people participate, deliberate, and mobilize for democracy. This social ideal forms a substantive theoretical commitment of this chapter and has been contested on grounds of
both its desirability and its tenability.6 I take it for granted that, in the words of Elster
(1989), the idea of democracy comprises not just a market but also a forum.
The idea that democracy is a forum and not a market shapes how the question of
whether digital technologies can enhance democracy is to be approached. Democratic
values and norms need to be in clear view in order to evaluate on their basis how
technology affects the forum of democracy from a normative perspective.
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I largely set aside questions of justification and authority.
To be clear, these practices as such, unless governed by democratic norms, are not sufficient for democracy and are even compatible with living under authoritarianism.
5
Nevertheless, procedures and the integrity of elections are important to democracy.
6
See Cohen (1997) for an argument, and Talisse (2019, 50–67) for an accessible motivation of deliberative democracy.
4
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Conduct in the forum of democracy can be more or less democratic. In discussion, a
colourful invective might be delightful and rhetorically effective, but it generally is
not considered good democratic practice. Likewise, politicians blocking fellow citizens on Twitter is bad democratic practice. We have thus at least some grasp of democratic norms and use them to evaluate conduct in the forum of democracy. For the
purposes of this chapter, I concentrate mostly on norms of participation and deliberation. Specifically, I highlight two norms of participation, two norms of deliberation,
and one of association.7 I will draw on these norms when discussing different proposals of digital democracy.
First and foremost, participatory practices include the norm of egalitarian participation (Rawls 1971, sec. 36; Cohen 1989; Christiano 1996, chap. 2; 2008; Wilson 2019).
To further the ideal of fair and equal influence, citizens and organizations ought to take
steps to overcome marginalization and subordination, for example, by speaking up
against hate speech. The norm of egalitarian participation hence includes a demand for
inclusion. Similarly, voting laws that effectively hinder nameable groups from participating do not live up to the norm of egalitarian participation. Instead, the norm of
egalitarian participation would require extending participation in underserved and under-participating groups. Finally, the norm of egalitarian participation also implies an
injunction against market-allocated forms of participation, such as buying votes or influence, and requires instead that practices of participation are governed by non-market mechanisms.
Second, participatory practices include the norm of civic motivation. Broadly, the norm
of civic motivation requires that citizens recognize and pursue some shared end.8 This
norm plays a role in legitimizing democracy in that the norm indicates or motivates
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For similar accounts see what Rawls (1971, secs. 71–72) calls ‘the morality of association’ and ‘the
morality of principles’, what Christiano (1996, 187–90) calls ‘the standards of citizens’ democratic activities’, what Talisse (2019), inspired by Rawls [personal correspondence], calls ‘civic friendship’, and
what Peter (2021) calls ‘epistemic norms of political deliberation’.
8
Many theorists motivate a similar norm: For Rawls (1971, sec. 1) ‘[a]mong individuals with disparate
aims and purposes a shared conception of justice establishes the bonds of civic friendship’. Mansbridge
(1983) advocates for a unitary democracy based on friendship. Cohen (1989) describes the motivation
of deliberators as being shaped by ‘a commitment to the deliberative resolution’. Cohen and Rogers
(1993, 289; 1995, 38) describe a norm of ‘civic consciousness’. Christiano (1996, 178) writes that ‘citizens can be expected to … choose the aims of the society … with an eye to the society as whole’ [all
emphases mine].
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citizens’ esteem of democracy even if democracy leads to outcomes that these citizens
‘regard as morally flawed’ (Talisse 2019, 145; cf. Rawls 1971, sec. 72). The norm
applies not only to citizens but also to practices. Practices should be such that they
cultivate in citizens a certain intrinsic motivation to participate in democracy and nonpolitical cooperative projects more broadly. Citizens should be disposed to take part
in such projects even if doing so does not serve their self-interest, is not fun and easy,
but is instead fraught with struggles and even conflicts. Hence, citizens can be criticized if they take part in democratic practices for the wrong reasons. For example, you
will violate the norm of civic motivation if you vote because you were offered money
to do so, if you base your decision of who to vote for on contempt, or if you knowingly
share untruthful or hostile content on social media out of a desire to stir up conflict or
cause confusion.9
Third, deliberative practices include the norm of reasonableness, which stands in the
spirit of reciprocity and requires citizens to critically reflect on their own views in an
understanding of the evidence and to put their views forward in light of what can be
justified to others (Cohen 1989; Rawls 1993, 48–54; Christiano 1996, 188; Talisse
2019, 147). At a minimum, the norm of reasonableness rules out seeing others as lesser
or as commanding fewer liberties.
Fourth, deliberative practices include a norm of deliberative transformation. Citizens
should approach any deliberation with an open mind; that is, with attitudes that are
revisable and not firm (cf. Peter 2021). Any democratic citizen who is unwilling to
change their mind in response to compelling reasons can be criticized in accordance
with the norm of deliberative transformation. Moreover, the norm of deliberative transformation requires that citizens actually engage in their reasoning with the reasoning
of others about matters of public concern (cf. Talisse 2019, 147).
For the purposes of this chapter, I concentrate on two dimensions of deliberative practices. First, deliberation can be horizontal, that is, between epistemic peers. All citizens
who do not hold an office and who do not speak with a particular expertise are peers
and deliberate horizontally. One important case of horizontal deliberation is between
members in a legislative or deliberative body. Second, deliberation can be vertical,
that is, between citizens and their representatives, office holders, or others who hold a
9

In this sense, an obligation to vote might be undemocratic if citizens voted mainly or only because of
a fear of repercussions.
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particular expertise. Vertical deliberation hence occurs across the lines drawn by a political division of labour in a society.
Vertical deliberation presents a challenge. Representatives act as trustees, that is, they
might change their mind after deliberating with their peers. Having changed their mind
— and perhaps their vote — on some legislation, representatives will have to explain
themselves to the citizens whom they represent. This can be a challenge as citizens
have themselves not taken part in the deliberation that led to a change of mind. A vertical division of political labour through trustees hence seems to conflict with equality
(Christiano 1996, 126–27). This challenge is characteristic of what can be called the
Burkean aspect of political representation, following Edmund Burke’s contention that
political representatives should pursue and represent impersonal interests and not the
opinions of their constituents (Pitkin 1967, chap. 8). In other words, this challenge of
vertical deliberation arises from the fact that representatives are trustees, who, in contrast to delegates, have discretion to substitute their own judgment for those who they
represent (Christiano 1996, 213).
Finally, associative practices include a norm of identification. Each member of an association — be it a tenant’s association, a parent–teacher conference, or a party —
should see themself approvingly as a member of that association.10 This norm reflects
the voluntariness of the association as well as, in part, the member’s motivation to take
part (it hence overlaps with the norm of civic motivation). This norm, as the others,
formulates an ideal of a practice and not a political obligation. The norm cannot be
obligatory because a member of an association may not identify with the association
for good reason, for example, because of its oppressive structure or unjust treatment
of its members. The norm instead identifies a pattern of behaviour that is constitutive
of a good democratic society, that furthers democratic values and liberties, and that
free and equal citizens can expect of one another at least to some degree.
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This self-conception needs neither be present in one’s awareness nor need it be central to one’s identity.
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Participatory norms
Egalitarian participation
Civic motivation
Deliberative norms
Reasonableness

Transformation
Associative norms
Identification

Summary
Overcome marginalization and promote inclusion in participation, e.g. by speaking up against hate speech
Cultivate a certain intrinsic motivation to participate in democracy
Reflect on views with an understanding of relevant evidence and in light of what can be justified to others in the
spirit of reciprocity
Approach any deliberation with an openness to revising
your views
Members of associations should see themselves approvingly as such

Table 1: Summary of some democratic norms

The social ideal of deliberative democracy, on which the analysis in this chapter is
based, is not the only game in town. So-called minimalist or aggregative democratic
theories are alternatives (Przeworski 1999; R. A. Posner 2003). The motivation to forefront a deliberative conception of democracy is twofold. First, in discussions of digital
ethics outside of academia, this is a conception of democracy that may not receive the
same amount of attention as its minimalist counterpart does. Avatar democracy and
data democracy seem to be distinctively guided — or misguided — by minimalist
conceptions of democracy that see democracy as chiefly a procedure for collective
decision-making (Morozov 2014, 128–38). Second, a deliberative conception of democracy may offer plausible accounts for what is lacking in the some of the proposals
of how technology may improve democracy. If the evaluation of the different proposals sounded plausible, then this speaks for the plausibility of the framework that
deliberative democracy provides.
This social ideal often awkwardly comports with reality, but this does not mean that
this ideal is unrealistic. Of course, the ideal is by no means self-fulfilling or self-perpetuating, but empirical research suggests that people are willing and capable of participating in high-quality deliberation, that deliberation counteracts polarization and
populism, and that deliberation promotes considered judgment (see Dryzek et al. 2019
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for an overview of different findings).11 Neither is this ideal romantic. To the contrary,
this ideal of democracy has powerful considerations in its favour.12 The ideal allows
for a peaceful and engaging coexistence while arranging for large advantages for all
as well as reconciling freedom and equality. Admittedly, this ideal — or rather its name
— has been co-opted and weaponized by campaigns of racism and imperialism. But
this history and on-going potential for abuse, rather than being a point against the ideal,
illustrates the urgency to articulate it clearly.

3

How technology could improve democracy

Technology can affect democracy in different ways. We can distinguish, very roughly,
three broad families of potential technological reforms of democracy by the depth of
the change they affect. Some technologies or proposals augment, and in the best case
improve, existing practices; these are the mere changes. Other technologies affect
something essential about existing practices or they reform or facilitate new practices;
these are the moderate reforms. Finally, radical revisions constitute entirely new practices of social power replacing at least some of the existing democratic practices.
The effects of technological reforms of democracy can be hard to predict. Whether
something will be a mere change, a moderate reform or a radical revision is often not
obvious upfront. My intent in proposing this distinction, together with the evaluative
framework of democratic norms, is that these distinctions may clarify thinking and
benefit foresight when reasoning about what shape such reforms might take. Below I
discuss some mere changes that have become normalized, moderate reforms that have
been tried; and some radical revisions that are confidently advanced (See Table 2 for
an overview). I selected examples that appeared either well-explored in the literature
or popular in their reception, or both.
3.1 Mere changes
Technology could — and does — change the three kinds of democratic practices of
deliberation, participation, and association. I merely mention a few examples here
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But for an opposing view see Theiss-Morse and Hibbing (2005).
Some see the ideal as romantic in the sense that it presupposes a mistaken theory of human behavior
or human nature (eg. Theiss-Morse and Hibbing 2005, 242). But insofar as human nature is on display
in actual circumstances, empirical evidence about actual behavior holds out the hope that the ideal is
realistic.
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because the promise, and the overpromise, of technology to improve democracy has
been discussed at greater length in the existing literature (e.g. Shane 2004; Coleman
and Blumler 2009; Hindman 2009; Diamond 2010; Morozov 2011; 2014; Tufekci
2017; Strandberg and Grönlund 2018).
First, technology might change deliberation. For example, technology can gather, rank
and present evidence relevant for discussion. On social media, technology can check
stated facts, flag hate speech, or help communicate legislative decisions effectively.
This could improve deliberation by supporting the norm of reasonableness (by exposing citizens to relevant content) and the norm of egalitarian participation (e.g., by suppressing hate speech); but such technologies might also worsen the political culture by
offering the affordance to strive for a mistakenly clean and perfect ideal of politics
when politics is, instead, always messy and fraught. Fact checking, for example, seeks
to counter hypocrisy, mendacity, and ambiguity. But hypocrisy, mendacity, and ambiguity might be important features of a political culture premised on compromise (Morozov 2014, 116–24). At any rate, many such technologies are already in use. Newsfeeds and recommender systems on social media or news aggregators operate in a way
that affect existing deliberative practices, for better and worse. Other such technologies are still fantasy. A chatbot might help representatives scale up communicating
bidirectionally, and hence more personally and engagingly with their constituents.
Such technology could explain to citizens why their representative supported a proposal, it might garner constituents’ attitudes towards legislative priorities or ask for the
reasons why someone did not vote in the last election and it would hence support the
norm of deliberative transformation in its vertical dimension.
Second, technology could also change participation through apps that allow citizens
to give regular and fine-grained feedback on legislative proposals, recommender systems that pick out and highlight to citizens petitions, or AI systems that identify citizen
input during public consultations as novel, detailed, or otherwise relevant. Moreover,
technology could, and in some places has, improved voting infrastructure, by making
it more accessible, for example, through ballots with multimodal inputs and outputs,
or voter guides designed for individuals with aphasia or early stage Alzheimer’s disease.13 Many applications and relevant case studies on how technology can help participation have been reviewed and discussed elsewhere (Hindman 2009; Nabatchi and
13

These examples are taken from a working paper series of the Information Technology Laboratory of
the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST 2012).
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Mergel 2010; Fung, Russon Gilman, and Shkabatur 2013; Simon et al. 2017; Fuller
2020).14
Finally, technology could change mobilization and, more broadly, associative practices
in a democracy or in authoritarian regimes. The WTO protests in Seattle in 1999 were
built on an email listserv infrastructure (Eagleton-Pierce 2001). Since then, several
authoritarian regimes have come under pressure with the help of ‘liberation technologies’. Examples are the 2001 protests in Manila against Philippine president Joseph
Estrada, the 2004 Orange Revolution in Ukraine or the 2005 Cedar Revolution in Lebanon (Diamond 2010, 78). Social media has played a role in facilitating the Arab
Spring, the Gezi Park and Occupy protests (Howard and Hussain 2011; 2013; Tufekci
2017), notwithstanding disagreement over its causal role (Howard and Hussain 2013,
24; Lim 2018, 95). This illustrates the potential of these technologies, at least for shortterm mobilization. But although social media help citizens find others with similar
interests, views or needs — again, for better or worse — social media are ‘tilting dangerously towards illiberalism’ by offering regimes means of surveillance and control
(Shahbaz and Funk 2019). Digital movements are too easily defeated with their own
weapons.
To be sure, these technologies for deliberation face problems of privacy and security,
inclusion (Schlozman, Brady, and Verba 2018, chap. 6), and the problem that technology transplants practices from face-to-face interactions to a digital environment that is
less hospitable for these practices to succeed (Lim and Kann 2008; Morozov 2014).
For example, social media might allow for the near-instantaneous mobilization but,
because it cannot recreate the same circumstances of communication, it might at the
same time positively hinder a movements’ long-term viability (Tufekci 2017). More
generally, technologies that were meant to further democratic rights, such as social
media furthering speech and expression, may have the opposite effect or even be used
by authoritarian regimes to curtail these same rights (Morozov 2011). These examples
illustrate the range in which technology can change and potentially improve democratic practices without fundamentally changing the practices themselves and without
changing their socio-political circumstances.

14

See also participedia.net for a collection of cases and methods of online and face-to-face participation.
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3.2 Moderate reforms
In contrast to mere changes, moderate reforms, as I call them, facilitate new practices
of deliberation, participation or association. Examples of moderate reforms are apps
for participatory budgeting, or systems that reward citizens for participation. Whereas
mere changes are already under way and in widespread use in many places, whether
moderate reforms can take root — even if they have frequently been tried — is, so far,
less clear. I start with an example that has been discussed prominently and that exhibits
noteworthy features that are shared by many such reforms.
At the end of 2009, the town of Manor in Texas started rewarding citizens for suggestions of how their town can be improved. The reward came in virtual tokens of ‘innobucks’. Citizens received innobucks for suggesting ideas, for commenting on proposals and for the eventual implementation of an idea. These innobucks could be exchanged for discounts in local stores, appetizers in restaurants or ride-alongs in police
cars. Moreover, each participating citizen’s innobucks balance was displayed on a public online leader board (Towns 2010; Newsom 2013, 213–14).15
Innobucks incentivized, quantified and — more generally — gamified participation.
‘Gamification’ refers to the use of designs and mechanisms familiar from game development outside of games. Collecting points and displaying scores are examples of
gamification, so are badges that can be earned, achievements that can be unlocked, or
levels that can be completed (Lerner 2014).16
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Although innobucks survived for only a couple years (from around 2009-11), Gavin Newsom features
them prominently in his 2013 book on how to ‘reinvent democracy’ using digital tools. The Twitter
account of the organization that ran innobucks had already gone dormant (in 2011) and their website
had shut down (in early 2012, according to the Wayback Machine) — some time before Newsom’s book
was published.
16
Although gamification is associated with computer games, gamification can be used to reform participation without the use of technology (Lerner 2014; Gordon and Baldwin-Philippi 2014; Newsom
2013; Gastil and Richards 2017). A participatory budget meeting, for example, can be run like a casting
show, or voting boxes can be designed to respond with a pleasing ‘plonk’ and a visual feedback to
acknowledge that ballot has been cast. More generally, gamification includes formulating and balancing
conflict dynamics with feedback loops (e.g. the participatory budgeting game show), multimodal
presentation (e.g. the voting box sound), to provide just-in-time information, defining clear goals and
objectives as part of a narrative and showing progress towards these goals in with the collection of
points, reflected in status indicators, badges or level upgrades (Lerner 2014).
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Moreover, innobucks also commodified participation not only in their function as tender but likely also in their social valorization. Giving out rewards as points and displaying the score publicly constructs a measure of ‘good’ behaviour that may easily
morph into a measure of social reputation. In fact, some authors make such a social
scoring the intended aim of quantified participation and envision a ‘democracy machine’ that would connect different participatory apps — each along the lines of what
I described as mere changes above — ‘to give people credit for anything from attending town meetings or reporting for jury service to joining a protest or doing policy
advocacy’ (Gastil 2016, 20; Gastil and Richards 2017, 761). Others approach social
scoring instead as a mechanism of social coordination that could be put in the service
of emancipatory or socialist ends (Morozov 2019).
Innobucks are just one example of a general class of technological proposals that involve the gamification, quantification, and commodification of participatory and associative practices. These proposals have at least three potential problems.
First, the technology might be abused. Social reputation scores can be put in the service
of an authoritarian state. China’s initiatives towards a so-called ‘social credit score’
can be seen as efforts to reform participation by commodification (Liang et al. 2018).
More generally, because technological solutions create data and define standards of
behaviour unilaterally, such solutions inherently carry immense privacy risks and potential for abuse. The line between the quantification of democracy and the implementation of authoritarianism is thin. But the problems begin far short of authoritarianism.
Instead of the state exerting authoritarian power, data help corporations and private
actors to exert market power. Data measuring social participation and interaction is
used already today to regulate access to material goods and services such as insurance,
employment, and housing.17 This surveillance practice historically dates from the postwar period when it successfully solved a problem of information asymmetry that financial lenders faced because they did not know a borrower’s creditworthiness. By
now, however, with the availability of more data, this practice has evolved into a ‘new
system of consumer surveillance and control’ that ‘overwhelmingly favors lenders and
other corporate actors—including the state—at the expense of consumers’ (Guseva
and Rona-Tas 2019, 354).
17

One example is Lenddo (www.lenddo.com), which ‘uses non-traditional data to provide credit scoring’. According to a product fact sheet, these non-traditional data include data from telecom providers,
browsers, social networks, e-commerce and financial transactions (accessed August 21, 2020).
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Second, the gamification of participation often involves the creation of incentives for
participation. Gamification seeks to make participation in politics fun and feel rewarding. But this approach has several problems. For one, such constructed incentives
might crowd out intrinsic motivation of citizens and render citizens’ relation to collective goods transactional.18 When even reporting a pothole gets rewarded with innobucks, citizens may expect a reward for any participation. This threatens the norms
of civic motivation as immediate psychological rewards and considerations of vanity
or self-interest become salient instead of an appreciation of a shared end. Moreover,
gamification risks pretending that conflicts and division — elements that might be inseparable from politics — do not exist by ‘badgering people to become engaged because politics is fun and easy’, when, instead, people should be asked to ‘become engaged because politics is dreary and difficult’ (Theiss-Morse and Hibbing 2005, 245;
Morozov 2014, 296–309).
Third, because of problems associated with the digital divide and unequal participatory
inclusion by socioeconomic status, not everybody will have access to the reforms
equally. If participation requires technology, such as an up-to-date device or highspeed internet access, some might not be able to afford it. Moreover, even as new
technologies have become increasingly affordable and widely used, these technologies
‘have not severed the deep roots that anchor political participation in social class’
(Schlozman, Brady, and Verba 2018, 128). The technological reforms of democracy
hence may have a built-in mechanism of exclusion that is antithetical to the fair opportunity aspect of the norm of egalitarian participation. Given persisting inequalities,
technological reforms may entrench such inequalities further.
These three problems — of privacy and power, of crowding out civic motivation, and
of threatening equal participation — are more general and not specific to the innobucks
project. The innobucks project can illustrate these problems that may affect a significant range of similar technological reforms of participation. Of course, other such reforms of democratic practices raise likely yet further and different problems. Whereas
innobucks, since it was an initiative that aimed at participation, affected participatory
norms of egalitarian participation and civic motivation, technologies that target deliberation are likely to affect deliberative norms. In particular, when technologies change
18

Loh (2019) considers the related objection that gamification of participation is paternalistic or detrimental to citizens’ autonomy.
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how we relate to one another — if we see one another less as free and equal persons
— then the deliberative norms of reasonableness and transformation may erode.
Before moving on, two other moderate reforms should be mentioned that I do not discuss in this chapter since each of them is explored at length. One is Liquid Feedback:
a software that structures deliberations in a particular way to develop policy proposals
in an inclusive fashion and that facilitates decision-making by allowing participants to
pass on their votes to others (Blum and Zuber 2016; Behrens 2017; Bertone, De
Cindio, and Stortone 2015). Another reform is quadratic voting, a voting procedure
that allows voters to express the strengths of their preferences by giving voters ‘vote
credits’. The proposal is called ‘quadratic’ voting because the price of votes increases
quadratically. One vote costs one vote credit, two votes cost four credits, three votes
nine credits and so forth (Lalley and Weyl 2017; E. A. Posner and Weyl 2017; 2018,
chap. 2; Levine 2020). Votes that are handed out but not used in one election can be
used in a later election. Hence, voters can bank votes on issues that they care little
about and then spend the votes later on issues about which they feel particularly
strongly.

Mere changes
technology augments existing
practices

Moderate reforms
technology facilitates new practices
Radical revisions
technology constitutive of new practices

Deliberation
Fact-checking
Identifying hatespeech
Constituent-engagement chatbots
Liquid feedback

Participation
Association
Online voting
Online petitions
Recommending
Matching or cluspetitions
tering of citizens
Apps for participa- with similar intertion
ests or needs
Incentivization
Gamification
Quadratic voting
Liquid democracy
Wiki democracy
Avatar democracy
Data democracy

Reputation scores
VR interaction and
role-taking

Table 2: Overview of technological proposals to improve democracy distinguished by the depth of the change they
affect. Proposals not discussed in this chapter in grey. Radical revisions affect all three families of democratic
practices.
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Three radical revisions of democratic practices

I discuss three proposals on how technology can improve democracy: wiki democracy,
avatar democracy and data democracy (cf. Susskind 2018, chap. 13). Each of these
proposals radically changes or even abolishes democratic practices. Wiki democracy
integrates citizens more deeply into the legislative process. Avatar democracy does
away with competitive elections of comprehensive representatives. Data democracy
diminishes the role of voting as the procedure of legislative decision-making (see Table 3 for an overview). I look at each of these three proposals in turn.
Distinguishing feature

Proposal
Wiki democracy

Role of voting in
legislative decision-making diminished

Deepened participation in legislative process
✓

✓

Avatar democracy
Data democracy

No competitive
comprehensive
elections

✓

Table 3: Overview of three radical technological revisions of democracy and what distinguishes them from one
another

4.1 Wiki democracy
In some ways, Wikipedia is democratic. Every user has full rights to contribute and
modify content — in a sense, Wikipedia is egalitarian. Authors interact and discuss
directly and deliberatively, and they decide and adjudicate disputes by voting. Like a
democracy, Wikipedia is a non-market form of social coordination. Access is free and
contributions are unpaid and voluntary. In other words, Wikipedia is the paradigmatic
example of a productive deliberative voluntary non-market large-scale collaboration
(Wright 2010, 194–99). And Wikipedia has been very successful.
So perhaps what has worked for Wikipedia might work for democracy and democracies should be more like Wikipedia. In particular, Wikipedia is performing well in a
respect in which democracy, or so some argue, is performing badly. Wikipedia solicits
the expertise from diverse sources (Noveck 2009, 17; 2018). This expertise-soliciting
aspect of Wikipedia could be fruitfully used to improve public administration and various opportunities for participation. For example, Beth Noveck (2009) describes the
success of a collaborative platform, modelled after Wikipedia, that was used to support
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the appraisal of patent applications to the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
by allowing lay and professional experts to gather and rank prior art. More broadly,
Noveck and others see Wikipedia as an inspiration for radically reforming participatory practices and the process in which policies and legislation get drafted (Susskind
2018, 243–46; Noveck 2009, 146–60; 2018). In fact, they take Wikipedia to be an
object lesson to improve existing governance structures — although authors come
from different traditions and seek to implement revision to different degrees. For example, some see Wikipedia as a way of putting a new form socialism into practice
(Wright 2010, chap. 7). Others see Wikipedia as a model that could replace much of
the executive, legislative, and judiciary branches of government altogether in an allencompassing ‘Crowdocracy’ (Watkins and Stratenus 2016).
As a matter of democratic institutional design, we can distinguish different proposals
in the spirit of Wiki democracy depending on what role remains for representatives in
parliament. One extreme end would be the mentioned Crowdocracy: a form of direct
democracy that runs legislative institutions as a massive collaboration and representatives could only be found in the executive (Watkins and Stratenus 2016). By contrast,
the mildest form of wiki democracy would be civic juries, in which small groups collaborate Wikipedia-style to advise parliaments on specific matters though position papers (Noveck 2009, 152).
I will concentrate on wiki democracy as an intermediate model, that is, on a proposal
that puts drafting and initiating legislation in the hands of citizens instead of representatives or legislative bodies. Wiki democracy of this form keeps representatives and
parliaments where they are. Their role, however, will consist chiefly in structuring or
overseeing the collaborative wiki-style drafting process of legislation and the on deciding the legislation.19
Here is how wiki democracy would work (Watkins and Stratenus 2016, chap. 6). A
parliament would provide an online collaborative infrastructure on which citizens can
work on legislative proposals. Citizens would be able to articulate reasons pertaining
to the need for legislation, gather evidence, draft the legislative text, comment on the
draft, and suggest revisions. Of course, or so do proponents of wiki democracy
19

I concentrate on this form because it tracks closely the distinct strengths of Wikipedia when it comes
to collaboration. Deciding about legislation would still be a matter of voting and hence be a conceptually
different matter; it is not clear that Wikipedia is a particularly good model here.
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concede, this process would have to be structured and coordinated in some way to be
effective. In other words, the process would have to be granular and separated into
different stages or ‘chunks‘ to allow for an effective division of labour and the participating citizens would have to understand what they are expected to do at any given
stage (Noveck 2009, 82,151). Specifically, to structure the process, Noveck suggests
different mechanisms and design principles under the heading of ‘visual deliberation’
(Noveck 2009, 70–84): Participation should be ‘group-based rather than individual’,
it should involve ‘a reputation-backed system’, ‘provide feedback to participants, [and
convey] a sense of belonging to a group and [foster] collaboration’. Moreover, the
technology should ‘mirror and reflect the work of the group back to itself’ as a way of
giving feedback and indicating progress (2009, 71).
In many ways, wiki democracy is well within the mainstream of democratic theory.
For one, it can be seen as a form of direct, deliberative, and epistemic democracy. Wiki
democracy aims ‘bringing greater collective intelligence to bear to enhance the lawmaking processes’ and thereby perhaps also ‘enhance the legitimacy of lawmaking’
(Noveck 2018, 360). The idea that including more views in a discussion can improve
decisions is well-received in democratic theory (Mill 1859, chap. 3). As such, wiki
democracy stands squarely in the tradition of instrumentalist justifications of democracy which recently have highlighted how mechanisms of collective intelligence can
be used in democratic practices of deliberation (Landemore 2013).20
In theory, the effect of wiki democracy on democratic practices would likely be a positive one in supporting each of the four norms sketched above. Wiki democracy not
only thrives on but will also support the norms of civic motivation and associative
identification because contributions are voluntary and are not rewarded. Moreover,
wiki democracy stands a chance of supporting the deliberative norms of reasonableness and of supporting the vertical aspect of the norm of deliberative transformation
(at least for those who participate). Reasonableness is supported insofar as wiki democracy, being a discursive platform, relies on rational persuasion. Transformation
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Yet, proponents of wiki democracy often appear to cherish vaguely technocratic ideals dismiss deliberation (Morozov 2014, 133). Indeed, Noveck (2009, 37) objects that ‘civic talk is largely disconnected
from power’ and that ‘[t]he reality of deliberation is that it is toothless’. About existing ‘work at the
intersection of technology and democracy’ she complains that it ‘has focussed on how to create demographically representative conversations. The focus is on deliberation, not collaboration; on talk instead
of action; on information, not decisionmaking’ (2009, 40).
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may be achieved insofar as citizens take an active role in shaping legislative proposals,
thereby gain an inside view, and hence, in contrast to those who did not participate on
the wiki democracy platform, understand why some legislation turned out the way it
did.
The open question of wiki democracy is then whether it will be successful in practice.
There are good reasons to be sceptical. First of all, and very generally, writing legislation is a very different task from writing an encyclopaedia. The analogy between Wikipedia and wiki democracy hence does not hold. The same principles that worked for
Wikipedia might not work for making law. Second, similar to edit wars on Wikipedia,
content conflicts in wiki democracy may require power, hierarchy, or authority to be
adjudicated and resolved (Morozov 2014, 125). This speaks against the egalitarian
spirit with which wiki democracy was advertised. Finally, because participating in
wiki democracy is voluntary and not rewarded, it encourages those to show up to participate who already show up today. That is, not only might people lose motivation
because online collaboration is very hard to maintain over long periods, moreover,
wiki democracy on its own is unlikely to overcome barriers of participation that already exist to broaden the circle of citizens who participate in formal channels of democratic input. You need the time, expertise, and perhaps fit into a certain editorial culture to be able to contribute. Whether wiki democracy succeeds in its stated aim of
creating ‘more diverse mechanisms for solving problems’ (Noveck 2009, xiv) appears
therefore doubtful. Instead, it seems more likely that getting citizens to show up for
politics is an old problem that escapes technological solutions.
4.2 Avatar democracy
The idea that democracy can be automated is not new. In his science fiction satire
Franchise, published in 1955, Isaac Asimov describes the US presidential election of
2008, in which the notion that every citizen can vote is unfathomable. In this fictional
year 2008, an election consists of a single voter having to answer a few questions to a
computer named ‘Multivac’ that then predicts which candidate would have been
elected if people had voted and the computer determines the next president on that
basis.21 Multivac was built on the sentiment that voting, or representative democracy,
21

Interestingly, in 1952 — a few years before Asimov’s story got published — the similarly-named
Univac computer made a prominent public appearance during US elections. CBS introduced Univac as
‘our fabulous mathematical brain’ that will ‘help us predict this election’ (quoted in Lepore 2020, chap.
1).
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is not worth the trouble if the exact same outcome can be had in a more convenient
fashion. The development started with electronic voting machines ‘[b]ut the machines
grew bigger and they could tell how the election would go from fewer and fewer votes.
Then, at last, they built Multivac and it can tell from just one voter’ (Asimov 1955).
This weary sentiment about voting and representative democracy is still alive today.
One recent proposal suggests replacing representatives in the legislature and politicians wholesale because turnout in elections is low and because ‘people are tired of
politicians’ (Hidalgo 2018). Instead of having politicians and representatives, each citizen could send their own personal virtual delegate to a virtual parliament thereby
combining software with the idea of ‘bypassing politicians completely’. These virtual
delegates, one for each citizen, would debate and negotiate over legislation, vote on
bills and hence make law.22 Similarly, another proposal envisions ‘intelligent e-democracy bots’ that ‘receive as input the political preferences and epistemic views of their
principals, and on this basis participate on their behalf in digital consultation processes,
exploiting sophisticated AI algorithms’ (Perez 2020). I call this idea avatar democracy.
Similar to Multivac, avatar democracy relies on the promise of data. Because the costs
of acquiring, storing, and analysing personal data have decreased so drastically, each
person may become accurately predictable as a political agent. In an avatar democracy
‘you can provide your avatar with your reading habits, or connect it to your social
media, or you can connect it to … psychological tests’. Citizens would be able to select
an avatar training algorithm from a range of offerings on an ‘open marketplace’;23
citizens would be able to ‘audit the system’, ‘leave [the avatar] on autopilot’ or ‘choose
that [the avatar] ask you every time they’re going to make a decision’ (Hidalgo 2018).
In short, first you select an avatar algorithm, then you train it with data that you provide, then you supervise and audit it. In this extreme form, avatar democracy is a virtual direct democracy in which each citizen is represented by a software agent.24 As
22

Hidalgo also puts forward a different, much less radical, and much more general proposal, called
‘augmented democracy’, on which an avatar might be a ‘twin’ that acts as a deliberative interlocutor or
assistant to improve citizens abilities to participate (see: https://www.peopledemocracy.com). I concentrate instead on avatar democracy, because it is a more original proposal that was prominently promoted
through TED conferences.
23
This marketplace need not be a form of commercial exchange. I am grateful to César Hidalgo for this
clarification.
24
The tension between ‘direct democracy’ and ‘represented by a software agent’ is something I discuss
below.
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such, the proposal abolishes competitive elections of comprehensive representatives
in favour of an individual selection of automated representatives.
Some believe that some form of avatar democracy is ‘probably inevitable’ (Perez
2020).25 Societies hence must urgently develop ‘a new regulatory framework that
would cope with a new political space’ (ibid.). The alleged inevitability of avatar democracy endows the idea with considerable relevance and thinking around it with high
urgency. — Such thinking, widespread as it might be, betrays technological determinism. On the assumption that there is instead a choice to be made, the question is
whether avatar democracy would be a good idea.
What speaks in favour of avatar democracy? Avatar democracy is often presented as
improving representative democracy. In contrast to direct democracy ‘trying to bypass
politicians, we [with this proposal] … automate them’ (Hidalgo 2018). But avatar democracy at the same time positions itself as standing in the tradition of direct democracy. This element of direct democracy forms the basis an indirect argument for avatar
democracy:26 Whatever speaks in favour of direct democracy might speak in favour of
avatar democracy. The argument is that direct democracy has always been more desirable than representative democracy, it has just not been feasible to implement. The
animating sentiment seems to be that ‘[t]rue democracy would be direct, being based
on unmediated, constant, and universal participation of all citizens in political matter.
… [D]elegation of political power is a necessary if minor evil’ (Floridi 2016).27 But
since technology now lets us avoid this ‘minor evil’ and makes direct democracy feasible, we should undertake steps to implement direct democracy. Compromise, for example, is one such necessary evil of representative democracy that direct democracy
would avoid. As Hidalgo (2018) says, ‘[p]oliticians nowadays are packages, and
they’re full of compromises’ but in the future ‘you might have someone that can represent only you’.
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Hidalgo, in personal correspondence, makes clear that he does not want to be associated with this
claim.
26
The terminology is from Blum and Zuber (2016).
27
To be clear, Floridi (2016) argues against this view and defends representative democracy.
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In addition to this indirect argument for avatar democracy, there are several direct arguments. Specifically, the following four considerations have been put forth in favour
of avatar democracy.28
First, in virtue of having no representatives, avatar democracy avoids the often-fraught
relationship between citizens and representative. Today, citizens must trust that representatives will work in their interests and that representatives’ word is reliable testimony when they explain decisions. Avatar democracy instead allows citizens to represent themselves. Furthermore, if we accept some additional assumptions about the
value of individualism, avatar democracy has going for it that it empowers citizens to
stand up and represent themselves in collective affairs.
Second, avatar democracy might improve representativeness and equality of influence.
Those who have particular interests or concerns far outside those of the majority and
who, accordingly, are otherwise given little room in legislative proposals might have
their interests better represented and their ways of influence increased (Susskind 2018,
253). In terms of the democratic norms, avatar democracy would support the norm of
egalitarian participation in its aspect of the inclusion of marginalized views.
Third, avatar democracy decreases the ways in which legislative decision-making can
be subject to regulatory capture of different forms. It is far easier to influence legislation through material or cultural-social mechanisms when the number of legislators is
small. When every citizen is a legislator, by contrast, it is much harder to influence
legislation. Avatar democracy defends itself against regulatory capture by decentralization. Seen from the perspective of participatory norms, avatar democracy thereby
again supports the norm of egalitarian participation (specifically, its aspect of inclusion).
Fourth, avatar democracy might improve deliberation by removing the need for political campaigning. Although, idealists might hope that campaigning improves the quality of deliberation and supports the mechanisms by which voters hold their representatives to account, campaigning might in fact distort, damage, and deprave deliberation.
Individual targeting of political ads has made political messaging inconsistent, manipulative, and dishonest and it turned political campaigns into a huckster competition of
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At least three of the points below — all except the second point — are made by Hidalgo (2018).
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outsized promises, historic dramatization, boasting, opportunism, and appeals to tribalism. Avatar democracy ends the need for campaigning, and it thereby removes the
causes of these deliberative impairments. In terms of deliberative norms, the claim is
that avatar democracy would improve the reasonability norm (through access to better
information), and the norm of deliberative transformation (especially, its vertical aspect).
The joke of Asimov’s story is, of course, that the ‘election’ in 2008 is an election in
name only. A gearbox was substituted in place of a forum, as fraught and cumbersome
as that forum might be. Is the same true for avatar democracy? What should we make
of the case in its favour?
For starters, each of these premises in the indirect argument for avatar democracy —
that avatar democracy, being an instance of direct democracy, inherits all its virtues —
can be called into question. The underlying ideal of direct democracy might look less
attractive on closer inspection. Perhaps there is something morally valuable about
compromises. It should not be taken for granted that direct democracy is as such more
desirable than representative democracy.
Moreover, avatar democracy is not actually a form of direct democracy. If avatar democracy were a form of direct democracy, then it would imply that the avatar is identical to the citizen because in a direct democracy each citizen represents themself. But
because the avatar is not identical to the citizen, the citizens themselves do not deliberate and decide on legislation. Avatar democracy should therefore be seen as more
akin to representative democracy and an avatar is better thought of as a representative.29 This, in turn, effectively re-introduces the citizen–representative relationship
that avatar democracy had aimed to overcome.
Because avatar democracy is a form of representative democracy, we would have to
trust avatars just as we have to trust representatives today (cf. Susskind 2018, 250–
53). Are avatars deserving of this trust? Avatar democracy faces one problem that also
bedevils representative democracy; beyond that, avatar democracy faces two practical
problems.
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Granted, avatar democracy is a limit case of representative democracy in that each citizen has their
own personal representative.
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First, avatar democracy brings the horizontal and the vertical aspects of the norm of
deliberative transformation into conflict. Insofar as avatars change their view after deliberating with other avatars, they will on occasion vote in a way that contradicts how
their citizens would want them to vote.30 This is a problem also for representative democracies today. The general shape of the problem is this: Because representatives
hold power, they need to explain themselves — this is a demand of legitimacy. But
because representatives, especially after deliberation, have greater expertise, this demand is hard to fulfil. Optimism about solving this problem should be met with serious
scepticism (Lafont 2015; Viehoff 2016). Satisfying the norm of transformation in its
horizontal aspect risks undermining the norm in its vertical aspect. The claim that avatar democracy is immune to this general problem, rests on either on mistakenly seeing
avatar democracy as a form of direct democracy, or on failing to see this fundamental
challenge in representative democracy, or both.
In addition to this general problem of representative democracy, two practical problems arise for avatar democracy from the fact that citizens can select between different
models of avatars that might be offered on an open marketplace.
First, selecting avatars comes with serious information asymmetries. Avatars might be
like a car insurance in that you only relatively rarely get to find out how good the thing
is that you bought. Whoever offers rarely used products such as car insurance, has little
incentive to compete on the quality of the product. Some kind of quality control for
avatar algorithms would then have to be ensured. But this problem is, in part, technical:
an AI will have to be made explainable. This problem is also conceptual: standards for
good explanations will have to be determined. Finally, this problem is institutional: it
is not clear which, if any, recommendations or user reviews about avatar algorithms
can be trusted.
Second, avatar democracy has significant risks of power and equality. Whoever offers
avatars has likely political interests of their own and occupies a position that enables
them to coax others in line with those interests. Those who make the avatars have
power. They are likely able to influence or manipulate political outcomes by how they
build or advertise the avatars. In this way, unless everyone were somehow able to
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This is the Burekean aspect of representation (cf. Pitkin 1967, chap. 8; Christiano 1996, 213). If an
avatar were not to exercise judgment, avatar democracy would be a market and not a forum.
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create their own avatar entirely independently, avatar democracy may suffer from a
fundamental problem of unequal power.
4.3 Data democracy
Avatar democracy started from what looked like an eminently plausible idea: We have
so many data that have proven valuable in various domains. These vast data could be
put into the service of democratic practices. Given enough data and sufficiently advanced technology, ‘elected officials will be able to ask voters what they want a thousand times a day and act accordingly’ (Domingos 2015, 19). If these data were used in
the legislative process, then ‘policy would be based on an incomparably rich and accurate picture of our lives: what we do, what we need, what we think, what we say,
how we feel. The data would be fresh and updated in real time rather than in a four- or
five-year cycle’ (Susskind 2018, 247).
Proposals to use more data in order to constrain or determine legislative decision-making are proposals for what I call data democracy. Data democracy comes in a variety
of forms. In one extreme form, data determine legislation formally and ‘political decisions would be taken on the basis of data rather than votes’ (Susskind 2018, 247). This
extreme form retains a parliament with representatives, but their role would be to supervise data analysis, amend proposals or correct errors by recalling legislation. On a
less extreme form of data democracy, data constrain legislation only informally by
systematically informing deliberation and decision-making in the legislature in real
time.
Of course, legislative decision-making has always been based on data. A change in the
vehicle code might come in response to data about traffic accidents, a stimulus package
is drafted in response to economic data, and migration legislation often reacts to data
about immigration numbers. Labels such as ‘evidence-based policy’ highlight that legislation is often ‘based on data’.31 So, how is data democracy different?
Data democracy consists of three core claims. First, data democracy says that new
kinds of data ought to inform the legislative process. Second, data democracy seeks to
vastly increase the amount of data used in the legislative process. Finally, and perhaps
most importantly, data democracy demands that data constrain or even determine law31

In the US, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) formally restricts executive agency decision-making to comport to some form of evidence-based policy making.
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making. The radical revision of data democracy is that it aims to move the legislative
process away from deliberation and voting towards data-driven decision-making.
These core ideas may already be problematic. First, contrary to the perhaps widespread
but naïve idea that ‘data’ are facts, data need cleaning, interpretation, and analysis.
Hence, data do not ‘speak’ unambiguously and the directions into which data would
‘drive’ decisions depend on more than just data (Lyon 2016). Data-driven decisionmaking rests on value judgements that need to be subject at least to human oversight
or guidance. Some proposals of data democracy make room for such a human element
— a role that future politicians or representatives in parliament may play. Instead of
deliberating and voting over legislative proposals, future representatives might deliberate and vote on issues of data cleaning, interpretation, and analysis. Second, this core
idea of data democracy is decidedly technocratic to the extent that it portrays politics
as something that needs to be overcome. We will see this technocratic temperament
again when taking a closer look at proposals.
I will sketch two existing proposals of data democracy. One proposal, deliberative
data democracy innovates on the first aspect, that is, it imports new kinds of data into
the legislative process. Another proposal, decision data democracy, suggests that data
should altogether replace human decision-making in the legislative process. This second proposal mostly innovates on the third aspect, that is, it demands a greater role for
data in the legislative process.
4.3.1 Deliberative data democracy
One proposal for deliberative data democracy is due to Hiroki Azuma (2014) who
proposes what he calls the ‘General Will 2.0’ by suggesting that new data should be
included in the legislative process. Drawing on Freud’s idea of the unconscious he says
that data about ‘the unconscious of the populace’ should be collected to ‘[document]
people’s private, animalistic actions’ and their ‘private, bodily reactions’ in a ‘visualized collective unconscious’ in order to ‘demolish the limits of public, logical deliberation’ (Azuma 2014, 144, 162, 171). Set aside for now what ‘the unconscious’ is and
how it would be measured. Azuma proposes that a screen be set up in parliament that
displays the populace’s unconscious so that this unconscious provides feedback in real
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time on deliberations in parliament with the aim that ‘deliberation among politicians
and experts ought to be limited by this very unconscious’.32
Azuma gives two main arguments in favour of deliberative data democracy or, as he
calls it, ‘unconscious democracy’.33 First, deliberative data democracy improves perceived legitimacy because it instils a sense of ownership and participation. Azuma
suggests that deliberative data democracy would ‘restore some feeling of actual participation for the masses’. Citizens might look more favourably on legislation or even
identify with legislation insofar as they know that their voices are heard, and their
feelings are felt in parliament. In times in which the disconnect between citizens at
home and politicians in DC or Brussels is felt acutely, this would be a valuable
achievement. Stated with reference to democratic norms, deliberative data democracy
might support to the associative norm of identification.
Second, data democracy might improve the quality of legislative debates by uncovering ‘latent expertise languishing in obscurity’ (Azuma 2014, 148). Similar to wiki democracy, this expertise-based argument squares well with existing ideas of epistemic
democracy and the use of technology to further collective intelligence (cf. Landemore
2013). As such, data democracy has an instrumental argument on its side that follows
the intuition that more data will lead to better outcomes. From the perspective of democratic norms, data democracy might strengthen the deliberative norms of reasonableness and transformation.
In sum, the general will 2.0 is a form of deliberative data democracy that draws on
new forms of data — that representing the (collective) unconscious — and uses these
to informally constrain the legislative process in its deliberations. It is ‘[t]he aggregate
of animal murmurs giving direction to the elites’ human and public debates’ (Azuma
2014, 162). On the face of it, deliberative data democracy is entirely consistent with
democratic norms and it promises to strengthen the deliberative norms of
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Although, to be clear, Azuma (2014, chap. 4) resists the characterization of his proposal as deliberative. He distinctly sees the general will 2.0 as novel form of politics in contrast to the deliberative tradition (e.g., Habermas and Arendt) and the antagonistic tradition (e.g., Schmitt).
33
Although he develops these arguments specifically for his proposal, these arguments are worthwhile
discussing insofar as they might have force in support of similar proposals of deliberative data democracy more generally. Azuma gives a third argument, which I do not discuss here, that deliberative data
democracy avoids the latent threat of populism.
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reasonableness and transformation through increased pooling of information and the
norm of associative identification insofar as citizens believe that their unconscious is
seen by parliament and thereby reflected in the legislative process.
But the proposal has several problems. First of all, what the collective unconscious is
exactly and whether visualising it in parliament would deliver the advertised benefits
is at best unclear. Citizens may not welcome laws or identify more closely with them
only because additional data about collective sentiments is projected live above the
hemicycle. Cynics would add that, in fact, not much changes at all: Already today
politicians perform incessantly for ‘popular opinion’ driven by reactions on social media, focus groups, polls, and, occasionally, votes.
Second, if legislation were to follow the collective unconscious and the ‘animal murmurs’, the outcome might be anodyne at best and authoritarian at worst. A legislature
that seeks to pacify popular emotions might resort to political triangulation to transcend partly politics and cleavages. Even worse, data democracy might make politics
for the amygdala. Putting the collective unconscious at the centre of deliberation elevates instincts of homophily, fear, and aggression. Perhaps it can be very satisfying for
a vast majority to marginalize, scapegoat, or oppress minorities. At any rate, it seems
unlikely that elevating the unconscious produces good policy outcomes and improvements by the lights of deliberative norms. The questionable assumption in deliberative
data democracy concerns its underlying Freudian view that data about the unconscious
and the ‘suppressed libido’ is valuable in the ways Azuma envisions. Instead, it appears
that the underlying Freudian impulses might deprave deliberation not enhance it. In
terms of the democratic norms, deliberative data democracy would decrease reasonableness and transformation.
Finally, it should be troubling that Azuma is quick to discount the value of current
democracies and leans towards the inevitability of data democracy and a minimal state.
He writes that ‘[t]he world has become too complex. The state and deliberation have
surpassed their service lives’ (Azuma 2014, 206). Any future state will be ‘something
like a combination of street patrols and food rationing and health check-ups for its
residents’ (Azuma 2014, 198). Azuma shows no compunction in catering to such libertarian technocratic sentiments.
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4.3.2 Decision data democracy
An alternative form of data democracy is put forward by the historian Yuval Noah
Harari. Harari suggests that legislative decisions can be automated and be based entirely on data (2017, chap. 11). According to him, the political system of the future has
neither parliament nor elections nor a government as such. All these functions can,
will, and should be automated and be driven by data. Harari does not spell out how
this would work in practice, neither does he motivate this as an improvement of democracy, but he at least offers a theorical motivation for this data-driven system of
politics.
Harari’s starting assumption is what he calls ‘dataism’, which comprises a methodological and an axiological claim.34 The methodological claim of dataism is that every
entity or system can be seen as a data-processing system, which entails that we should
also see ‘political structures as data-processing systems’. Seeing political structures in
this way is increasingly widespread in political science, Harari argues. The axiological
claim of dataism — that is, a claim about its ethical value — is that ‘the value of any
phenomenon or entity is determined by its contribution to data processing’. This is a
radical teleological claim. But if we understand ‘data-processing’ liberally,35 then we
can account for the value of human life (humans process and produce vast amounts of
data efficiently) and the value of non-human animals as well as the environment (nonhuman animals and the environment process and produce data and support human
data-processing). Looking at democracies today through this lens of dataism, Harari
identifies two problems with the status quo.
First, democracy, seen as a data-processing system, is faring increasingly badly, suggests Harari. This is because democracy and its constituting institutions ‘don’t process
data efficiently enough’. He writes that ‘because technology is now moving so fast,
and parliaments and dictators alike are overwhelmed by data they cannot process
quickly enough, … politics is consequently bereft of grand visions. Government has
become mere administration’. In short, with its limited throughput and insufficient
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Harari later walks back his assumption of dataism. He calls dataism a ‘dogma’ the critical examination
of which is ‘the most urgent political and economic project’. He also clarifies that his aim is speculation,
not prediction, and that he wants to ‘broaden our horizons and make us aware of a much wider spectrum
of options’.
35
What exactly Harari means with ‘data’ and ‘data-processing’ is very unclear, however. He seems to
subscribe to a naïve account of data criticized by Lyon (2016) as mentioned earlier.
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processing capacity, democracy, in the eyes of dataism, has a desirability problem.
Whatever democracy’s promise may be — equal standing, equal influence, public justification, reform of citizens’ characters, good policy outcomes, or maximizing welfare
— democracy fails to deliver on this promise because of the influence of technology
and because democracy is overwhelmed by the increasing demands on data-processing.36
Second, next to this desirability problem, democracy has a feasibility problem. According to Harari, some form of decision data democracy is inevitable. Democracy
with its ‘venerable institutions like elections, parties and parliaments might become
obsolete’ so that ‘democracy might decline and even disappear’ (Harari 2017, chap.
11). The basis for this prediction is the dataist argument we have just seen: Because
democracy fails as a data-processing system, democracy fails to deliver on its promise
and through some process of political change, a better system of collective decisionmaking and social coordination will be established.
In decision data democracy, citizens play no role at all beyond the data they generate.
In this sense, as Harari admits, decision data democracy is no democracy at all.37 At
most, decision data democracy can be motivated out of the idea that political decisions
satisfy citizens’ actual desires and preferences. But this aggregative model of democracy fails to involve citizens in the right way (Kolodny 2014, 207). In terms of democratic norms, decision data democracy is likely to undermine almost all of the norms
mentioned. It violates the norm of egalitarian participation in virtue of abolishing virtually all practices of meaningful participation and it violates the vertical aspect of
deliberative transformation. This, in turn, raises a problem for the legitimacy of data
democracy (Danaher 2016). Decision data democracy also does nothing to improve
the operation of the deliberative norms of reasonableness and the norm of deliberative
transformation in its horizonal aspect. Although an optimistic argument would have it
that the good outcomes of data democracy will improve civic motivation and citizens’
36

Harari’s argument assumes that democracy is good for something but leaves open what exactly democracy is good for (welfare, equal standing, etc.). Insofar as none of the things that democracy might
be good for contribute to data-processing, even this ecumenical assumption — that democracy is good
for something — conflicts with the axiological assumption of dataism (i.e. only things that contribute
to data-processing are valuable). In short, axiological dataism is incompatible with the value of democracy.
37
I listed the proposal as a ‘democracy’ insofar as the project here investigates how technology might
transform democracy.
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identification, insofar as data democracy diminishes the respective participatory and
associative practices, it seems more likely that data democracy stands also to undermine these participatory and associative norms.

5

Conclusion

Technology can help or hinder democracy. This chapter has described and discussed
various ideas of how technology can do so. The overarching aim of this chapter has
been to put forward a framework of how to think about technological democratic innovations. The framework extends existing thinking in democratic theory to practices
that constitute a democratic society. I have distinguished between participatory, deliberative, and associative practices and I have sketched some important norms for each.
Democratic participation is characterized by substantively egalitarian norms of access
(inclusion and non-market relations) as well as a civic motivation of those who take
part. Democratic deliberation is subject to a norm of reasonableness and to a norm of
deliberative transformation (in a horizontal and a vertical aspect). And democratic association includes a norm of identification of those who join together under a shared
end. In addition to guiding the examination of technological proposals, this framework
may help more generally in evaluating any intervention that claims to improve democracy.
The visions of how technology may revolutionize democracy each fare very differently
with respect to how they contribute to good democratic practices. Mere changes intervene in existing practices and often tend to have democratic norms in clear view and
work to maintain them. Many existing so-called democracy apps are dedicated to the
aim of improving reasonableness or facilitating horizontal or vertical deliberative
transformation.
Moderate reforms seem instead to be animated by a sense of technological possibility
as they import gamification design schemas and leverage civic motivation; but these
interventions threaten, in particular, the norms of egalitarian participation and civic
motivation. For example, when participation is rewarded with points, this not only
bears risks to privacy and risks abuse, it also raises problems of equal access and it
may crowd out citizens’ intrinsic motivations and recognition of a shared end in favour
of instrumental motivations in pursuit of individual advantage.
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Radical revisions of democratic practices, finally, tend to be animated by a sense of
technological necessity. Strikingly, proponents of each proposal, Perez, Azuma and
Harari, suggest that their respective proposal — avatar democracy, deliberative data
democracy, or decision data democracy — is inevitable. This fatalism is by itself a
dubious claim, at least, insofar as it rests on some form of technological or material
determinism. Moreover, some of the proposals, in particular avatar democracy and
deliberative data democracy, come dressed up as a way of saving democracy, when
each of them in fact appears deeply deficient of a clear understanding of democratic
values and practices.
Norms

Participatory

Proposal

Egalitarian
Participation

Civic motivation

Innobucks

¯ digital divide

¯ gamification incentives

Wiki democracy

¯ barriers to
participation

 voluntariness

Avatar democracy

 less regulatory capture
 effective
representation
of minorities
¯ all participation indirect

Deliberative
data democracy
Decision
data democracy

Deliberative

Associative

Reasonableness

Transformation

Identification

 participation
structured

 every participant active

 voluntariness

 no campaigning, no targeted
ads

 less deception
¯ vertical and
horizontal
transformation
conflict

 increased pooling of information
¯ pooling of emotional information damaging

 knowledge
that the unconscious is
seen in parliament

¯ only aggregates and does not involve citizens in the right way

Table 4 Overview of hypothesized effects on democratic norms, with indicated increase or decrease in support.
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Another noteworthy trend is that some of the proponents of the radical revisions do
not in fact themselves endorse the proposals that they promulgate.38 Instead, authors
take themselves to be speculating on ideas or conceiving of possibilities without defending them. But if these are good ideas, they should be worthwhile defending.
A proposal that stands out among the radical revisions discussed here is wiki democracy. First, wiki democracy is neither animated by a sense of technological possibility
nor by a sense of technological necessity. Instead, wiki democracy is a relatively modest proposal that targets a limited range of problems in the legislative process. Second,
wiki democracy starts with the identification of a shortcoming of democratic practices
in light of democratic norms and tries to improve practices accordingly. Other radical
revisions, by contrast, aim at a certain outcome while diminishing the domain of democratic practices. Third, wiki democracy rests on a technology that is available today
and that has been used in a similar fashion already, albeit for different ends. This is not
only a proof of concept, but it is also a feasibility check — although problems in increasing and sustaining fair and equal participation are likely to persist. Avatar democracy and data democracy, by contrast, are distinctively speculative and depend for their
success on uncertain technological capabilities. In these ways, wiki democracy might
not only be an attractive proposal, but the proposal may also serve as a methodological
role model of good thinking about how to conceive of technological interventions to
improve democracy.
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